A measured data set for evaluating electron-beam dose algorithms.
The purpose of this work was to develop an electron-beam dose algorithm verification data set of high precision and accuracy. Phantom geometries and treatment-beam configurations used in this study were similar to those in a subset of the verification data set produced by the Electron Collaborative Working Group (ECWG). Measurement techniques and quality-control measures were utilized in developing the data set to minimize systematic errors inherent in the ECWG data set. All measurements were made in water with p-type diode detectors and using a Wellhöfer dosimetry system. The 9 and 20 MeV, 15 x 15 cm2 beams from a single linear accelerator composed the treatment beams. Measurements were made in water at 100 and 110 cm source-to-surface distances. Irregular surface measurements included a "stepped surface" and a "nose-shaped surface." Internal heterogeneity measurements were made for bone and air cavities in differing orientations. Confidence in the accuracy of the measured data set was reinforced by a comparison with Monte Carlo (MC)-calculated dose distributions. The MC-calculated dose distributions were generated using the OMEGA/BEAM code to explicitly model the accelerator and phantom geometries of the measured data set. The precision of the measured data, estimated from multiple measurements, was better than 0.5% in regions of low-dose gradients. In general, the agreement between the measured data and the MC-calculated data was within 2%. The quality of the data set was superior to that of the ECWG data set, and should allow for a more accurate evaluation of an electron beam dose algorithm. The data set will be made publicly available from the Department of Radiation Physics at The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center.